[Laparocele: a review of the literature and analysis of case histories].
We analyze a group of 64 laparoceles from which it emerges a per cent distribution in the different regions and a correlation between the dimensions of the lesion and the relative regions in agreement with the data usually given in the literature. Furthermore we point out a clear dependence on pathogenetic factors of general and local order. Is therefore recognized the necessity of preventing their insurgence and reducing the risk of relapses through appropriate laparotomy incisions, with adoption of a suitable surgical technique and the correction of systemic diseases. The voluminous laparoceles are responsible of cardiac, respiratory, coagulative diseases, that must be scrupulously judged for an appropriate therapeutical approach. The surgical treatment, as well as for the cases of bigger dimensions, has mostly availed itself of an elementary technique (simple approach, apposition "en paletot" splitting of the fasciae). In the necessity of strengthening weak parietal tissues or of replacing vast losses of matter, we have limitedly resorted to autologous grafts, while good results have been observed with the lyophilized dura mater.